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Brand New Book. Scott Ourecky wanted to flyÂ he never dreamed he d end up in a secret military
space program. The year is 1968. The Cold War is far from over, and nuclear annihilation is always
only a heartbeat away. America is racing the Soviet Union to land men on the moon, a war is raging,
and a pivotal presidential election looms on the horizon. A child of the early space age, Lieutenant
Scott Ourecky joins the Air Force with aspirations of going to flight school. A brilliant engineer, he
repeatedly fails the aptitude test to become a pilot but is selected to work on a highly classified
military space programÂ the innocuously named Aerospace Support ProjectÂ in which Air Force
astronauts are slated to fly missions to intercept and destroy suspect Soviet satellites. When one of
the astronauts in training abruptly falls out of the project, Ourecky is asked to fill in for the two-man
simulated missions and survival training only, serving with a headstrong and abrasive test pilot,
Major Drew Carson, until another astronaut can be assigned. By far the most proficient pilot
assigned to...
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ReviewsReviews

This ebook may be worth getting. I actually have read through and i am sure that i am going to likely to read through again once more down the road. You
will not sense monotony at whenever you want of your respective time (that's what catalogues are for relating to should you check with me).
-- Mr. Golden Flatley-- Mr. Golden Flatley

It is straightforward in read through better to fully grasp. I really could comprehended everything out of this composed e publication. Your way of life
period will likely be transform when you full reading this article publication.
-- Merl Jaskolski II-- Merl Jaskolski II
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